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1. Share examples of how you have seen
the “toxins” in families… or churches.
a. What are some solutions?
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2. How do we handle suffering or tragedy
with people?
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3. Explain the role of doubt in faith
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4. How can New Hope Church integrate
generations?
a. What will you do to help?
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5. What are your personal insights on:
Identity, Belonging and Purpose? How
New Hope help in these areas?
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6. Who’s list of 5 are you on? And/or Who
are the key adults on yours?
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Our lives are great BIG thank you notes to God
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Meets every Sunday from 10:30-11:45
throughout the summer and it is for ALL ages!
(care for infants and children is provided)
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We are exploring some incredibly important
aspects of Christianity, Culture, Parenting and
Mentoring. Come treat your soul to some
relevant learning & captivating conversation!
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In addition to joining us for our class and
discussion time, there are many ways you can
help. Please check the appropriate box for the
area you are willing to serve:
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Set-up before and reset afterwards
Oversee necessary technology (A/V)
Provide child care on a rotation basis
Copy materials for each week’s lesson
Be a table discussion leader
Facilitate Axis session from the front
Preview sessions for Biblical perspective
Provide coffee and/or snacks
Lead environments for deeper study
and discussion
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Thank you for contributing to the on-going
success of our Axis experience!
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We love how this environment leads those who
participate to transformation and are confident
it is worthy of your investment of time to grow
and serve! Send your responses, questions and
ideas to: David@NewHopeAdel.org
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